TO: NEWS MEDIA
FROM: GRAND TRAVERSE COUNTY ROAD COMMISSION
DATE: August 4, 2014
SUBJECT: GTCRC PROJECT UPDATES
CONTACT: Jim Cook Manager
          Phone: (231)-922-4848, extension 215
          email: jcook@gtcrc.org

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Traverse City.

The following is an update on GTCRC 2014 projects. All work is subject to weather conditions. Motorists should allow extra time to reach their destinations and expect traffic delays.

- **Hobbs Highway**, Garfield Rd - Arbutus Hill, crews will work to finish up a 1/2 mile of chip sealing on Tuesday August 5th.
  Traffic impact: Flagging operations with lane closures.

- **West Silver Lake Road**, Zimmerman to US-31 at Grawn. This road will be chip sealed the week of August 4-8.
  Traffic impact: Flagging operations with lane closures.

- **Hoch Road**, Keystone to Rusch Rd. Due to the extensive amount of clay, the road closure will continue through the week of August 4-8.
  Traffic impact: This road is closed to thru traffic.

Below is an UPDATE for the fog sealing of the recent chip seal projects:

**County Line Road**, Traverse Road - CR-633 should begin Tuesday August 5th.
One mile sections of the road will closed and alternate routes are suggested.

**West Silver Lake Rd**, US 31 South - North to Grawn is scheduled for Wednesday & Thursday August 5-6th
Flagging operations with lane closures.

*For up to date information on road projects or traffic alerts, sign up for automatic emails on our website.*
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